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Solve4x - math equation Solver iPhone app now available
Published on 03/28/14
Omaha based Appzest Inc, introduces its new educational utility app Solve4x - The math
equation Solver, for iPhone. Solve4x is designed for middle and high school students and
can solve basic Linear equations (up to 3 variables), Quadratic and Cubic equations. The
students can type in the equations using the keyboard or they can even take a picture of
the equation using the iPhone inbuilt camera. The app also solves 2x2 and 3x3 matrices
(like find determinant, matrix inverse and more). Its Free!
Omaha, Nebraska - Omaha based Appzest Inc, introduces its new educational utility app
Solve4x - The math equation Solver, for iPhone. Solve4x is designed for middle and high
school students and can solve basic Linear equations (up to 3 variables), Quadratic and
Cubic equations. The students can type in the equations using the keyboard or they can
even take a picture of the equation using the iPhone inbuilt camera. The app also solves
2x2 and 3x3 matrices (such as finding determinant or matrix inverse). Solve4x is free to
download from Apple App store.
Some of the types of equations that can be solved are:
a) Linear Equation in one variable such as
X - 5X - 3x 15X = -16
b) Linear Equation in two variables such as:
M N = 10
2M - 3N = 0
c) Linear Equation in Three variables such as:
A B C =3
3A - B - C = 1
-A B 5C = 1
d) Quadratic equation in one variable such as:
k^2 16k 64 = 0
e) Cubic equation in one variable such as:
z^3 2z^2 3z 1 = 7
Features:
* Equations can be entered using the keyboard or you can use the Snap feature. With the
snap feature the equations can be captured from say a text book using the inbuilt iPhone
Camera
* Fast and Offline solution of the equation. The equation solution engine uses the native
iOS capabilities and hence it is real fast. No internet needed to solve the equations.
Most of the equations are solved within seconds
* An option to email the solution of the equations from within the app itself
* Silent app, no noise, no cartoons
- No social media interaction
- No push notifications
- No analytics software integration. User privacy is respected , hence no collection of
any user specific data whatsoever.
- Shows ad's and has in app purchase option to disable the ad's.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 6.1 or later
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* 26.4 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Solve4x App 1.0 is free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the
Education category. The app has an inapt purchase option to disable ad's for $0.99.
Appzest:
http://www.appzest.com
Solve4x Math Equation Solver 1.0:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/solve4x-math-equation-solver/id840097735
You Tube Video (Trailer):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1JpzheyuVPQ
Screenshot:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/92mzy8dk14sij4q/Solve4x_1.png
App Icon:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/h1k9kx69w7j16g1/Solve4x_Icon.png

Founded in 2013, Appzest Inc. is an Omaha, Nebraska based startup engaged in developing
educational aid apps for middle and junior high school students for complex subjects. The
apps provide rich and huge practice content for students and hone their skills. Copyright
(C) 2013 Appzest Inc. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPad, iPad mini,
iPod touch, and Mac are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their
respective owners.
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